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Abstract 
Gupta, N. and K.-I. Tahara, The seventh and eighth Lie dimension subgroups, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 88 (1993) 107-117. 
It is proved that, for any group G, the nth Lie dimension subgroup D,,,,(G) coincides with the 
nth lower central subgroup r,(G) for n = 7 and n = 8. Together with the earlier known results 
for n 5 6 (due to Sandling) and n 2 9 (due to Hurley and Sehgal), this completely resolves the 
Lie dimension subgroup conjecture. 
Introduction 
Let ZG be the integral group ring of a group G and let A’“‘(G) denote the nth 
Lie power of the augmentation ideal A(G) of ZG. The intersection G n 
(1 + A’“‘(G)) ’ k 1s nown as the nth Lie dimension subgroup of G and is denoted by 
DC,,(G). While it is easily seen that y,,(G) I D,,(G), Sandling [7] has proved 
that DC,,(G) = r,(G) f or n I 6 and when G is, in addition, metabelian then 
DC,,(G) = r,(G) f or all ~1. For n E (7, S}, the only other known result is that 
D,,,(G)* 5 r,(G) 1819 so D,,,(G) = y,(G) if G is an odd p-group. On the other 
hand, for each IE 2 9, Hurley and Sehgal [5] have recently shown that there exists 
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a 2-group G such that DC,,(G) # r,(G). The central feature of their construction 
is the embedding of the example for the case n = 4 (in [2]) into some finitely 
generated nilpotent groups of arbitrary large class (see [3] for an alternate proof 
of this fact), The conclusion of their proof of the Lie dimension subgroup result 
uses ( rk(G) - 1)” 4 A’“‘(G) with II 2 6, which requires k 2 3 and hence II 2 9. In 
this paper we resolve the remaining two cases positively by proving that 
D,,,(G) = r,,(G) f or n = 7,s. It will be seen from the text that these two cases are 
rather special. For the restricted Lie dimension subgroups D,,,(G) (= G fl 
(1 + A’“‘(G)), Hurley and Sehgal [5] deduced from their construction that 
D,,,,(G) # y,,(G) for II Z- 11. However, Gupta and Srivastava [4] have improved 
this to D,,,(G) # y,(G) f or ~12 9. Thus, with the consequential positive conclu- 
sion for n 5 8 in the restricted case, we have also resolved the restricted Lie 
dimension subgroup conjecture for all values of n. 
Notation and preliminaries 
For a given group G, denote by A(G) the augmentation ideal ZG(G - 1) of the 
integral group ring ZG. Define the Lie powers A’“‘(G) inductively as 
A”‘(G) = A(G), A@+‘)(G) = ZG(A’“‘(G), A(G)) : 
where (ACk’(G), A(G)) d enotes the additive subgroup generated by all Lie 
elements (x, y) (= xy - yx) with x E A@‘(G) and y E A(G). The nth Lie dimen- 
sion subgroup DC,,(G) of a group G is defined as D,,,(G) = G tl(1 + A’“‘(G)). 
While it is straightforward to verify that D,,,(G) L y,(G), the nth term of the 
lower central series of G, the equality D,,,(G) = r,(G), for all G and all II, has 
been known as the Lie dimension subgroup conjecture. As in the general 
dimension subgroups, the problem can be reduced to G being a finite p-group 
(see, for instance, [6, p. 591). 
We shall need to translate the problem in the language of free group rings. Let 
G be a finite nilpotent group given by a free presentation, 1+ R+ F-+ G+ 1, 
where Fis free on {x,,..., xm}. Then the corresponding Lie dimension sub- 
groups translate to subgroups D((n), R) of F defined by (cf. [l]) 
D((n), R) = F fl(1 + ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)). 
The Lie dimension subgroup conjecture translates to the equality 
F fl (1 + ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)) = R?,(F). 
We shall recall some results from Sandling [7] in the following lemma: 
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Lemma. The following facts hold in the free group ring ZF: 
(i) (-y,(F) - 1) C ACk’(F) for all k 2 1; 
(ii) A(‘) c A”“P”(F) for all i, j 2 2; 
(iii) A(‘) is not contained in A”‘“(F) for any i, j 2 1; 
(iv) F n (1 + ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)) 5 Ryn(F)F" for all n 2 1. 0 
In what follows, we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. F 17 (1 + ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)) = Ry,(F) for n 5 8. 
Proof of the Theorem 
We fix an integer II 5 8 and recall that it suffices to assume that FIR is finite and 
nilpotent. Thus, F/R admits a presentation of the form, 
(x,,. ,x,;x;‘tl,. . . &5,,RnF’,y,,(F)), (1) 
where e,rl, e,le,l..*le,,,, and &EF’, F= (x,,. . ,x,,,;ti) is free. Since 
(R n F’)F”y,(F)lF”y,,(F) . IS a subgroup of finite index in the free abelian group 
F’lF”y,,(F), there exist y,, . . . , y, E F’ such that 
(i) {y,, . . . , y,} freely generates F’ modulo F”y,(F) , (2) 
(ii) {yf’, . . . , y:} freely generates R fl F’ modulo F”ym(F) 
for some di 2 1 satisfying d, 1 d,l . . . 1 d, (3) 
For each y, there exists an integer 2 5 w(i) 5 n - 1, such that y, E 
~~(i)(F)\~co(i)+~(F)~ w e may thus assume, without loss of generality, that in (3) 
w(1) 5 w(2) 5.. .5 w(t) ) (4) 
where, for any pair (d;, d,), either dj I d, or dj I di. So, the presentation (1) 
assumes the following form, 
(x,, . . . , xm; x;lc$, . . . ,x25,,,, y;y,, . . . , r:"lr, R n F”, r,,(F)) 7 
(5) 
where [; E F” and y,, d, are as in (2), (3), (4). 
We proceed with the analysis of a possible word w E F such that 
wgRy,(F) and w E F r7 (1 + EF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)). 
By part (iv) of the Lemma, w E Ry,(F)F”, so we may write 
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w = WIW” ) w’ E Ry,(F) ) W”E F” 
Since w’ - 1 E ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F) and, by hypothesis, w - 1 E ZF(R - 1) + 
A’“‘(F) we must have w” - 1 E ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F). We may, therefore, assume 
that 
WEF” and w-~EZF(R-l)+A’“‘(F). (6) 
Clearly, for all sufficiently large N, modulo ZF’ II ZF(R - 1) + ZF’ n A’“‘(F) + 
AN(F), we have 
ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F) 
I c c (x, - 1)P’ . . . (Xi - l)“qrc’~, -1)“’ 
I5i5m (p,._..,p,,) 
x (x,+, - ,)p~+’ . . . (x, - 1)““‘ZF 
+ c (x,-1)4’*. . (x, - l)YmZF’(R n F’ - 1) 
(Y,.---.%,) 
+ c (x, - 1)” . . . (x,, - l)‘mZF’ n A’“‘(F) , 
(ll,...J”,l 
where C p,,C q;,C ri < N. It fohows that 
ZF’ n (ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)) 
5 ZF’(R n F’ - 1) + ZF’ n A(“)(F) + ZF’ n AN(F) 
% ZF’(R fl F’ - 1) + ZF’ f? A’“‘(F), 
since ZF’ n AN(F) 5 A’“‘(F) for all sufficiently large N. 
For simplicity of notation we denote 
r = ZF’(R n F’ - 1)) f = ZF’(F’ - 1) , f’“’ = ZF’ n Acn)(F), 
Since, by (6), w - 1 Eff n (ZF(R - 1) + A’“‘(F)), the above argument yields, 
in the new notation, 
w-lfsffnr+ffnf’“’ 
sZ(Rn F”-l)+fr+ffnf’“’ 
sZ(R n F”- 1) + c (yi - 1)r + c (yj - l)f(nmw(‘)+‘) 
15jcr 15," 
(by parts (ii) and (iii) of the Lemma), since by (2), {y,, . . . , y,} generates F’ 
modulo y,(F). Thus, replacing w by WY’ for some z E R fl F”, if necessary, we 
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may assume that w E F” with 
w - 1 E C (yj - l)(r + fCnmw(‘)+‘)) . 
15,s’ 
We put 
S=(y r’l, . . . ) ya')F", 
so that R fl F’ 9 SyH(F) and (7) yields, 
w E F” with w - 1 E c (yj - l)(s + fCnPwCi)+‘)) , 
ISj5, 
where s = ZF’(S - 1). 
Since y,(F’) 5 y,(F), using (2) we can write w E F” as 
w E n [Y;> Yj]“’ n [Y;? Yj> YklPsJk 
1Ci<jzSr (l.j,k) 
modulo [F”, S](F” TI y,(F)), where pij,pi,k E Z. 
Since s, f’“’ remain invariant under the maps 
it follows from (10) and (9), by repeated applications of (ll), that 
[y,, yj, yk]plJk - 1 E c (yj - l)(s + f+(‘)+r)) ) 
is,?st 
for each i, j,k distinct; and 
[y,? Yj]“‘[Yi> Yj, Y~lpr’i[Y~~ Y,> Yj]“” - ’ 
E c ( yj - l)(s + fCn-“‘(“+‘)) , for each i < j . 
iSjSr 
Expansion of (12) modulo fs + f’“’ yields, 
111 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
so 
( yj - l)( y, - l)p,, E s + fCnPw(‘)+‘)) and 
( y, - l)( y, - l)Pljk Es + fCnPwCi)+‘)) . 
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Thus, either d, divides pljk, in which case 
Y;, Y,, y;f”p E [,,: q(F”n r,(F)) ; 
or, d,,d, both divide p+, which dj divides d, of 
generality), 
[Y,, Y,, YklPz,n = [Y,? Y,, Y,P’]Yk, Yj> YiP” 
= [Y,, Y,, Y:‘IIY’]Y,> Y,, Y?l”” 
E ]p, S](p n y,(F)) , 
and we may assume that w has no factor of the form (12). 
Similarly, expansion of (13) modulo fs + f’“’ yields, 
(Y, - ‘>(Yj - l>{P;j + P,ji(Yi - ‘> + P,jj(Y, - ‘11 
- (Yj - l)(Y, - ‘)I Pi, + P,i(Yi - ‘I+ Pi,j(Y, - ‘I> E fs + f’“’ 7 
which implies 
(Y, - ‘){ Pij + Piji( y, - 1) + p,,j( yj - l)} E s + fcnmW(~)+‘) , 
(y, - l){ p,, + Piji( y; - 1) + p,jj( yj - 1)) E s + f(n-w(i)+l) . 
Using (ll), this gives the cyclic group ring congruences, 
Pjj( y, - 1) + Pijj( yj - 1)’ E s + f(rr-w(i)+‘) ) 
Pij( y, - 1) + p,,,( y, - l)* E s + f(n-w(‘)+‘) 
from which it is elementary to deduce that di divides p,ji and d, divides pijj, and 
hence also d;, d, both divide P,~. 
Thus. 
E+E [Yi> Yj, Y?]“[Y,> Y,> Y>lqv E [F”, s](F’n 7fl(F)) ) 
and we deduce that w is of the form 
w= n ]Y,, y,lPr, modulo [F’: S](F” n y,(F)) 
Iri<jSr 
where pjj E Z is divisible by both di and d,, and in addition, for each i < j, 
(14) 
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[y;, yip - 1 E fs + f’“’ . (15) 
Expansion of (15) now yields, 
b,,d,( y, - 1) Es + f(n~w(i)+‘) , ajjd;( y; - 1) Es + F+“(i)+‘) , (16) 
where a&; = bijd, = Pij, from which it is elementary to deduce, using parts (ii) 
and (iii) of the Lemma, the following: 
6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
If (w(i), w(j)) < (3,3) then for 12 E (7, S}, 
P,~ = 2d,a:, = 2d b! I 11’ 
If (w(i), w(j)) = (2,2) then for II = 7, 
P,~ = 4d,ay, = 4d b!’ I 11’ 
If (w(i), w(j)) = (3,3) then for y1 = 8, 
P,~ = 2d,aiJ = 2d,b[i. 
(17) 
Proof of the Theorem for n I 6 (cf. [7]). Let w be as in (7). Then w is of the form 
(14) and, for each i < j, we have 
[Y,, y,P = [Y,, y,ldtalJ mod [F”, SIY,(F) 
ZE [ y:") y,]% mod [F”, W,,(F) 
SE [yfq;, yj]% mod [F”, SIY,(F) (J, E F” by (2)) 
= 1 mod [R, F’][F”, Sly,(F). 
It follows that w E [R, F’][F”, Sly,(F) I Ry,(F). This completes the proof of the 
Theorem for IZ 5 6. 
We may, thus, restrict to n E (7, S}. Let w be as in (14) satisfying (7). Then 
w - 1 E C (y, - l)(r + f(n-w(k)+‘)) 
lsksr 
5 J_, (yk - l)(r + fs + fcnpwck)+l)) . 
<< 
(18) 
On the other hand, expansion of w - 1 modulo c ,SkS, (y, - l)(r + fs + 
f(n-wW)+l) ) gives, 
c C ([Y!, Yjl- l)Pij 
,sisj5t 
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(since, by (lo), [y,, Y,]“~J - 1 E fs + f’“‘) 
= 2 {(y, - l)(yp - 1) -(Y, - ~)(YP’, -I>> (by (17)) 
lsrcjsr 
Put 
= ,-;x_ (Yk - I)( !IJ Y? rI YTkJ - 1) . 
k<j 
(19) 
(20) 
Then, it is easy to verify using (17) (see [l, p. 911) that 
and if, in addition, pik = 2dia,k and pkl = 2d,b,,, then setting 
i<k 
and using (17) gives 
k<j 
y,, a,] = w mod [F”, Sly,(F). 
Proof of the Theorem for n = 7. We write w = u’u”, where 
and 
u’ FE n [Yi, YjP mod [F”, Sh,(F) 
(w(l).w(l))=(2.2) 
U” S 
rI [Y,? YjlpfJ mod [F”, Sly,(F). 
(w(O.w(1))+(2.2) 
If [ y,, y,] ‘11 is a factor of u”, then 
[Y;, y,Ip” G [Y;, YjIdrrr” mod [F”, S]yT(F) 
5 [y:"&, yj]% mod [F”, Sly,(F) 
= 1 mod [R, F’][F”, Sly,(F), 
(22) 
and it follows that u”E Ry,(F). 
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Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
w= n [Y,> Y,lP” with w - 1 E r + 6” . 
(4~)w(l))=(2.2) 
Then, by (17), 
pjj is divisible by each of 2d, and 2d, (23) 
for each pair (w(i), w(j)), 
On the other hand, expansion of w - 1 modulo r + f(‘) shows, using (19), that 
w - l= 2 (y, - 1) n y_Prk n yp* - 1 
w(k)=2 
( 
i<k k<l 
1 
+ 
c (Y, - NY, - w,, - 1) ) 
(w(i)w(1))=(2.2) 
where v;, E S. 
Using (23), let pik = 2dialk and pkj = 2d,b,,. Then 
w-l= WC;=2 (Y, - I)( rI Y;2df”‘k n Y:*lhkJ - 1) 
i<k k<j 
+C (Yi - ‘)(Yj - l)(‘fj - I) ) 
IfI 
= w(z:-1 (Yk - 1x u’, - I> - C (Yi - ‘ICY, - ‘)(‘i, - ‘1 ) (24) 
i#j 
where uk = nick (Y;*~Q) nkCj (Y>“kf) E (R n F’),,: vii E Ft. 
Assuming dj 1 d; (without loss of generality) and using parts (ii) and (iii) of the 
Lemma together with the fact that (o(i)), w(j)) = (2,2), a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for (y, - l)( yj - l)(v, - 1) E r + f(‘) (in (24)) is that vij E 
(R n @))@)*W). 
Similarly, a necessary and sufficient condition for ( yk - l)(a: - 1) E r + f(‘) is 
that 
(since dk( yk - 1)(?,(F) - 1) # ( y$-‘)(y4(F) - 1) modulo s + f”‘). 
In particular, it follows that ck E (R fl F’)(y,(F)dkys(F), which implies using 
(22) that 
Yk, ski E n bk, CR n F’hw%(F)i 
w(k)=2 
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Proof of the Theorem for n = 8. Here, we write w = U’U” with 
u’ c rI [Y,, Y,lP" mod [F”, SIYAF) 
(w(r).w(1))~(3.3) 
u)’ G n [Yi, Yjl”’ mod [F”, S]?/,(F). 
(w(i).w(j))>(3.3) 
If [ yj, y,] Pij is a factor of u” then as in the previous case, 
[y,, yj]p’i = [y,, yj]‘(Y’)al~ mod [F”, Sly,(F) 
= [y:“<,, yj]% mod [C Sly,(F) 
= 1 mod [R, F’][F”, Sly,(F), 
and it follows that u” E Ry,(F). 
If [y,, y,lpz~ is a factor of u’ with (w(i), w(j)) = (3,3) and such that y: E 
Q(F) or y$ E &(F) then [y,, y,lp’j E Ry,(F), so we may assume that no factor 
of u’ has the form [y,, yjlP8j with (w(i), w(j)) = (3,3) and y: E Ry,(F) or 
YP E WF). 
If [y,, yjlpr/ is a factor of u’ with (w(i), w(j)) = (2,3) such that y? E Ry,(F), 
then in the expansion of w - 1 there is a unique summand (y, - 1). 
(&,,+ y;2d,o,, - 1) which has the form (y, - l)(ay - 1) with a, E (R n F’)F”. 
Since y> E &(F), 
r + f(*) is that 
a necessary and sufficient condition for ( yj - l)(crf - 1) E 
In this case, for the fixed yj we have 
Thus, we may assume that w is of the form 
w= n [Yi? Yjl”’ ) (26) 
(w(i).w( j))s(3.3) 
such that it has no factor [y,, yjlpf~ with w(i) = 3 and yp’ E &+(F), for w(j) = 3 
and yt E Z??,(F). 
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The remainder of the proof parallels that of the case n = 7. As before, by (17), 
pij is divisible by each of 2d, and 2dj (4d, and 4dj if (w(i), w(j) = (2,2)). 
Expansion of w - 1 modulo r + f(*) shows, using (16), that 
w - l=? (yk - l)( n Y,“‘” n Yy - 1) 
i<k k<j 
+C(Y,-l)(Y,-l)(y,-l), v,jES 
if] 
E 7 (Yk - l)(ci - 1) - C (Y; - l)(~, - l)(‘;j - 1) 7 
z#j 
(27) 
where ak = JJCk ( Y_“~“~“) JJkCj (y:‘,‘,‘~) E (R fl F’)F”, [,, E F”. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for (y, - l)(a: - 1) E r + f(‘), in (27), is 
that 
4 = (R n r4(~))‘(r4(~)4d”(r5(~)2dk(y,(F)dky,(F) , if w(k) = 2 ; 
d E (R f-7 Y~(F))~(Y~(F)~%AF) , if w(k) = 3 . 
Thus, we have as before, using (22) 
w = n bk, akl 
k 
E n [Yk. tR ’ 74(F))b4(F)dk%(F)1 
w(k)=2 
w(k)=3 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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